
Boosting adult learners'
literacy!

Boosting adult learners' literacy: get to know a new approach and activities to do
it!  Find out about the LifeComp Cards Collection, the Citizens Xelerator Model
and Kit and how to use them.

LifeComp Cards Collection is a tool developed by the Citizens Xelerator project
aiming to support organizations and professionals working with adult learners in:

The identification of their personal, social and learning competences;
The development of activities fostering the validation and recognition of
adults’ personal,social and learning competences, acquired in formal,
informal and non-formal settings.

The LifeComp Cards Collection was built based on the LifeComp Framework and
is composed of 9 cards, organized in 3 main areas covering in a total of 9 topics: 

Personal - self-regulation, flexibility, well-being; 
Social - empathy, communication, collaboration; 
Learning - growth mindset, critical thinking, managing learning.
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Boosting adult learners'
literacy!

How to use LifeComp Cards?

1. SELECT THE COMPETENCE(S)
The LifeComp Cards Collection is
comprised of nine cards, each one
addressing one competence. You can
either work the nine competences or
a single competence depending on
your learning objectives.

2. READ THE DESCRIPTION
Each card includes a short and
understandable description of the
competence, comprised of key words.
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3. PRESENT THE QUESTIONS FOR SELF-REFLECTION
Read the questions for self-reflection that will help adult
learners to decide if they have that competence.

4. IMPLEMENT THE ACTIVITY 
Each card presents activities that can be implemented in
groups or individually.

5. PRESENT THE EXAMPLES 
Present the real life examples where adult learners can use
the competence(s), guiding them on how they can use the
given competence in various aspects of their lives.



Do you want to find out more?

Subscribe to the newsletter.

Sign up
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Latest news:

Boosting adult learners'
literacy!
Citizens Xelerator model and kit
Developed within the framework of the Citizens Xelerator project, this model and kit provide a structured
approach to enable adults with unmet literacy needs to enhance their literacy and promote democratic
and civic engagement in their local communities.
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1.THINK TANK
MANUAL
Offers facilitators
and participants a
detailed roadmap
for conducting
effective
brainstorming
sessions.

2. CREATE YOUR
ACTION! BOOKLET 
Provides practical
instructions,
templates and
resources, enabling
adults to transform
their ideas into
tangible, actionable
projects.

4. MICROLEARNING
SESSIONS
Provides bite-sized
educational modules
tailored to support
adults in their initiative
development journey.

3. DAYS PLANNING
Offers event-planning
resources, creative
ideas, and templates
to facilitate the
seamless execution of
Citizens Xelerator Days
initiatives.

https://citizensxelerator.eu/highlihgts-en/
https://citizensxelerator.eu/informal-learning-improving-literacy-of-adult-learners/
https://citizensxelerator.eu/online-brochure/
https://citizensxelerator.eu/xelerators-meet-online/
https://citizensxelerator.eu/highlihgts-en/newsletter/

